EDITORIAL
It is my pleasure to present to you the March edition of
my magazine to you.
The magazine has been quite popular among the students and teachers at Manav Sthali School, since its
launch online.
The magazine presents news and reviews on latest Information Technology written by me and my friends. Our focus is all kinds of technology be it in computers, mobiles,
games, cars. Everything Technical goes in here.
The different editions for magazines are available for
download at www.mvdittechbook.co.nr in a pdf format.
Suggestions are welcome for the improvement of the
magazine.

Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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COVER STORY

EA Sports get ‘ACTIVE’
VIDIT BHARGAVA

Ever thought what would be healthy use
of your Wii? It’s not always that your
gaming console makes you lazy and
obese! Thanks to EA Sports now you can
do fitness training while playing with
your Nintendo Wii and Yes you can really
lose weight while playing this game.
Developed for the new Wii Motion Plus EA
Sports ACTIVE is EA’s latest venture on
keeping you fit. This is for the first time that
such a health concerned game is Available
to you on your gaming console.
Now in less than 30 days you can loose
weight become fit and even track your progrees.
Some of the key features are:
Active Fitness Made Fun & Easy
20 minute circuits feature variety and familiar activities that target upper body, lower
body as well as cardio.
Benefit of a Trainer in a Box
Your trainer will be the focal point of the experience guiding you towards your own version of personal achievement.
30 Day Challenge
The game will track your progress as you
embark on a 30 Day Challenge and tailor 20

Get Fit with Friends and Family
Two players can work out together while having their individual calories and workout scores
tracked.
Workout Your Way
Circuits can be customised to your interest and
fitness level. Choose your duration, intensity
level & set your own goals for calories burned
and workout score.
Wii Balance Board Compatibility
Get more out of your EA SPORTS Active workout using a Wii Balance Board with added functionality and physical benefits for many of exercises.
EA Sports Active will be available in India in
May 2009 @ a price of Rs.1200(tentitive)

Mvdit Tech Book Times
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Monday

Ashes Cricket Game Microsoft
Coming this June launch Windows
7
RC
This year Codemasters have taken the
license from EA Sports for the Ashes
release
2009, While there rumors of a Cricket
Game EA all over the internet since feburary the Codemasters announced the
game last week, the game will be available on all next gen platform + a wii version will come out later this year.

Microsoft have launched
the Windows 7 RC for
Technet developers. The
Windows 7 RC1 is considered to be the final
update of Windows 7
before the full release.
Review : Pg 12

Feel the drama of playing tournament golf with Tiger Woods PGA TOUR 10. For the first time in franchise history, take aim at capturing the U.S. Open
Championship on the ever-challenging Bethpage
Black. Playing in front of huge galleries and hearing
crowd reactions from nearby holes, take your game
to the next level when it matters most as you try
to hold off a charging Tiger Woods and other PGA
TOUR Pros. Whether you're fighting the course, the
crowd, dynamic weather conditions, or the field,
feel the drama on every swing with Tiger Woods
PGA TOUR 10.

READER’S PLAYLIST

MUST BUY THIS MONTH
1.Genda Phool - Delhi-6
2.Masakalli - Delhi-6
3.Jai Ho - Delhi-6
4.Jai Ho (You are my Destiny) - Pussycat Dolls
5.Arzyan - Delhi-6
6.Kabhi Kabhi Aditi - Delhi-6
7.Khudaya Khair - Billu
8.Right Round - Flo Rida
9.The Unforgiven III - Death Magnet
10. Jiya Se Jiya - Connections
11. The Climb - Miley Cyrus
12. Emotional Atyachar - Dev D
13. Home Sweet Home - Carrie Underwood
14. Baawre - Luck By Chance
15. Sapno Se Bhare Naina - Luck by Chance

Maintain your PC

Tips to Speed up your PC
Free up disk space
By freeing disk space, you can improve the performance of your computer. The Disk Cleanup
tool helps you free up space on your hard disk.
The utility identifies files that you can safely delete, and then enables you to choose whether
you want to delete some or all of the identified
files.
Use Disk Cleanup to:
•Remove temporary Internet files.
•Remove downloaded program files (such as
Microsoft ActiveX controls and Java applets).
•Empty the Recycle Bin.
•Remove Windows temporary files.
•Remove optional Windows components that
you don’t use.
•Remove installed programs that you no longer
use.

3.Clear the check boxes for files that you
don’t want to delete, and then click OK.
4.When prompted to confirm that you want
to delete the specified files, click Yes.
After a few minutes, the process completes
and the Disk Cleanup dialog box closes, leaving your computer cleaner and performing
better.
Speed up access to data
Disk fragmentation slows the overall performance of your system. When files are fragmented, the computer must search the hard
disk when the file is opened to piece it back
together. The response time can be significantly longer.

To use Disk Cleanup
1.Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Accessories, point to System Tools, and then click
Disk Cleanup. If several drives are available, you
might be prompted to specify which drive you
want to clean.
2.In the Disk Cleanup for dialog box, scroll
through the content of the Files to delete list.
Choose the files that you want to delete.
Keep Reading for Updates next month

Windows 7 RC Review
Rating:
Vidit Bhargava
Windows Vista came with all sorts of bugs and
compatibility issues, they had to correct them
all. Windows 7 RC corrects a few bugs from its
precessor and many compatibility issues for
printers and other devices, but many softwares
and antiviruses aren’t compatible. Windows 7
is not as buggy as vista, it has a few minor bugs
which can be corrected with later releases.
With just one look at Windows 7 you wont
be able to differentiate it much with Vista but
once you go deap into the Graphics and features you can regonize why windows 7 is very
different from Vista. it is now easier to compare
to Windows, with Windows 7 a whole new
taskbar makes work easier and organised as it
uses icons instead of tabs. the Full transparency
feature is great on graphics. For kids it has never been a better experience than working on
the new MS Paint. It is because of good graphics and organisation that windows 7 is much
easier than any other version of Windows.

Windows 7 also has some really cool features. The Windows DVD maker for example
is really good if you are willing to make DVDs
of your vacations. Adding to this is the Stick
notes tools they really an asset to use. Windows 7 has host of new features which you
discover from time to time.
Windows 7 is available as a free download to
users all over the internet.

PRESS RELEASE

ASHES CRICKET 2009
NEXT GEN CRICKET GAMING
Providing gamers with the most authentic Ashes experience possible
without having to don their whites,
Ashes Cricket 2009 is fully licensed
by Cricket Australia, the ECB (England and Wales Cricket Board) and
the MCC (Marylebone Cricket Club,
the world's most famous cricket club
and owner of the Ashes urn), providing the game with all the official
players, kit, stadia – including Lords
and The Brit Oval – and equipment
from this year’s Ashes Series.

(Ricky Ponting 2007 Pressure Play
(PSP)).

Delivering all the exciting, athletic, skilful and technical elements of the sport, the game’s
comprehensive ‘Ashes’ mode will
feature all five Tests played out
at carefully detailed recreations
of each authentic venue. In addition, gamers will also be able to
play Test matches, One Day Internationals, 20 over games and
a series of challenge modes. The
Coming from the home of video
high definition current generation
game cricket, Ashes Cricket 2009 is
versions will feature full online
set to build on the heritage that Co- multiplayer as well as support for
demasters has enjoyed with its best- local multiplayer games.
selling Ricky Ponting series and will
continue to lead the field with great
batting, bowling and fielding gameplay and authenticity that made the
series a huge hit with cricket fans
the world over. The title is being
produced by Codemasters and in
development at Transmission Games

MVDIT E-Quiz
MVDIT E- Quiz is back, and this time with
even more exiting prizes to be given. Just
answer these ten simple questions.
1. Name the Graphics developers of the
game Ashes Cricket 2009
2. Lego Mindstorms, has it’s main programing chip in which part.
3. Who is the creater of popular networking
site Facebook?
4. In Windows 7 how do we minimize the
window using touch features.

5. Name the Camera which was used to give a
birds eye view of the IPL matches?
[Hint: The picture shows the camera]
6. Who founded the Pixar Animation Studios?
7. Name the cover artist for the game EA
Sports Active.
8. Who took over as the Chief Software artitect
of Microsoft last year?
9. Who is the director of the animation film Toy
Story 2?
10. Name the first animation film?

Robotics

Lego Mindstorms NXT
Lego Mindstorms NXT might just seem to
be another expensive toy by Lego but not
many of us know that mindstorms is very
cheap, as compared to other robots.
Lego Mindstorms NXT is a programmable
robot building set made by Lego. Which
allows us to make any type of a robot,
be it a sound detecting robot, or a robot
which could print stuff. All this comes in
one package.
Mindstorms is moent for children as well
as proffection robotics engineers. Where
children can make some small bots, the
pro’s can make heavy humanoids as well.
Each sensor/part of this robot is easily
programmable this makes it although
more fun!

iPhone Corner

iPhone OS 3
On March 17, Apple presented
the blueprint for iPhone OS 3.0,
the next version of the world’s
most advanced mobile platform.
In addition to previewing its innovative features, Apple gave
members of the iPhone Developer Program immediate access to
the iPhone OS 3.0 software beta
and an updated Software Development Kit (SDK) with over 1,000
completely new APIs.

For iPhone owners, it just keeps
getting better. When iPhone OS 3.0
arrives this summer, it will introduce
over 100 new features, including
the ability to:
Search your iPhone
Cut, copy, and paste
Send photos, contacts, audio files,
and location via MMS*
Read and compose email and text
messages in landscape

1,000 new APIs for developers.
With the new SDK, members of
the iPhone Developer Program can
build applications that do even
more. Developers will have the
tools to enable in-app purchases —
like subscriptions, additional game
levels, and new content. They can
also create apps that connect peer
to peer via Bluetooth, communicate with hardware accessories,
and use the Apple Push Notification service to provide alerts.

Acknowledgements: Codemasters, EA Sports, Wikipedia, Apple Inc., iTunes, Google,Microsoft

